
Automatically redact documents based on your criteria to streamline your 
redaction workflow, saving valuable time in the review process

Epiq offers Blackout, an automated redaction tool for Relativity developed by Milyli. Blackout automatically 
applies redactions - and highlights - to both native Excel and image files, eliminating the need for tedious and 
time-consuming manual redaction. 

Redact faster
Blackout can auto-redact even the largest document 
sets in a matter of hours – saving countless hours of 
reviewer time. Simply specify the key terms, phrases, 
or repeated patterns of numbers or letters (such as 
credit card numbers, Social Security numbers, email 
addresses, or employee ID numbers) to redact, as well 
as the type of redaction or highlight to apply, then run 
Blackout on your entire document set. 

How does it work?
Once Blackout has finished applying redactions, 
reviewers can easily go through the list of Blackout 
redactions on each document to approve, reject, or 
override each one from right within the Relativity 
viewer. Blackout integrates seamlessly with existing 
Relativity workflows and provides comprehensive 
redaction logs, ensuring a higher-quality, more 
efficient, and more defensible review.

Blackout allows you to:
• Easily apply redactions across a document set 

based on words, phrases, or repeated patterns

• Redact and highlight both native Excel and image-
based files, as well as manually redact native Excel 
files within the Relativity viewer

• Select from all Relativity redaction types – black, 
cross, text, white, inverse, or full-page

• Specify exactly where the redaction should be 
applied - such as the term, the full page, the row, 
the cell, etc.

• Quality check redactions to approve, reject, or 
manually override them

• Review redactions within the Relativity document 
viewer without interrupting the review workflow

• View progress of current redaction review and 
export comprehensive CSV redaction logs 

• Dramatically increase the speed of your review
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